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Review websites play an integral role in many people's decision making process 
on a regular basis. Review websites target a range of users including people choosing 
which businesses to support, products to purchase, or services to subscribe to. This 
thesis addresses a particular target audience, University of Oregon (UO) students, in 
order to introduce positive changes to the current climate of the off-campus student 
housing experience. Through the design and development of a review website for 
student housing, Hoot Housing, this thesis ultimately seeks to raise the bar for property 
management and enrich students' lives by creating an online community of shared 
housing experiences. 
Designing and developing a new website gives rise to a myriad of 
usability issues that could potentially be constructive or destructive to its the future 
success. To determine the strengths and weaknesses of the design of Hoot Housing, UO 
students participated in usability testing where they performed tasks using the Hoot 
Housing website. The performance and preference data collected gave feedback on the 






 Overall the usability study found that students could effectively and 
efficiently use the Hoot Housing website. Student participants expressed satisfaction 
with their experience, but communicated concerns with the usefulness of the site. These 
concerns originated from the issues of gaining traction amongst the website’s target 
audience, the accuracy of the website’s search engine, and the feedback provided while 
troubleshooting. Although these pain points did not render the website unusable, they 
must be addressed in the redesign of the Hoot Housing website. Participants’ feedback 
shed light on possible design solutions to mitigate these usability issues as well as 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Purpose of Study 
The emergence of review websites has changed the way people make decisions 
on a daily basis. People are choosing which restaurants to dine at, movies to watch, 
professors to take classes from, and salons to get services at by depending on the advice 
of strangers. The value of the ratings and reviews provided by review websites is 
dependent upon magnitude. Hearing about a good movie from a friend means relying on 
one person’s taste profile, their experience is extremely subjective. However, if fifty 
movie critics and thousands of other people mutually support that same movie, the 
quality of the movie is less disputable. 
As a student I use multiple review websites including Yelp1, Rotten Tomatoes2, 
and Rate My Professors3 on a regular basis. Sites like these give me a higher degree of 
confidence in my decision making. Unfortunately, I have experienced the pitfalls of 
relying on review websites that fail to draw in a large user base or that deliver a 
frustrating user experience. While the number of users often dictates how successful a 
review website might be, there is an important aspect that influences those numbers, the 
website’s design. 
The design of a website is pivotal to its success. Color scheme, graphics, and 
overall aesthetic are all core components of a website’s design. However, the user 
experience is the most important design component. Making educated, deliberate 








decisions about the system requirements and user interface of a website must be part of 
its conception. More specifically, making these design decisions should abide by the 
principle of user-centered design. Otherwise, the website will be designed in a way that 
fails to optimize usability. This can lead to a lack of traction with a website’s target 
audience, whether it be expanding its number of users or retaining its existing users. 
“Usability has become one of the main ways to separate one’s product from a 
competitor’s product in the customer’s mind.”4. 
My objective is to develop and evaluate the user-centered design of a review 
website for off-campus student housing, Hoot Housing, in order to improve the process 
of finding student housing and the student housing experience itself. 
1.2 Statement of Research Question 
The purpose of this thesis is determine key components that make a review 
website usable, implement those components, and evaluate them. This process will 
address the research questions:  
1. Is the design of the Hoot Housing site usable provided the usability 
measures of usefulness, efficiency, effectiveness, and satisfaction?  
2. Given feedback on what aspects of Hoot Housing’s website are 
unusable, why are these aspects problems and what improvements 
should be made to solve them? 
1.3 Methodology 
I will begin by determining the requirements specifications for the Hoot 
Housing website. This includes the functional requirements for the site, which means 
                                                 
4 Rubin, Jeffrey, and Dana Chisnell. Handbook of Usability Testing: How to Plan, Design, and Conduct 





what the website should do and what the core functions will be. It also includes the 
usability requirements for the site like overall learning time for each task, time spent 
utilizing help functions, and the time it should take to complete the core functions.  
Next, I will address how the requirements will be implemented. In order to 
determine the user interface specifications, I need to consider what the interface style 
should be and why. I will also determine how the user interface should work for both 
the core functions and when handing trouble issues. The user interface interaction will 
also be specified through the use of an interaction network of core activities. 
The final phase of my research involves testing and evaluating Hoot Housing’s 
user interface design. Before this phase I must implement an interactive prototype of 
Hoot Housing. Once the prototype is complete I will conduct usability testing with 
participants in a lab, analyze the results gathered through the testing sessions, and 





Chapter 2: Literature Review 
2.1 Usability 
In order to evaluate the usability of a website it is important to establish the 
principles upon which usability will be measured. Part of understanding how to measure 
usability is identifying what makes something usable. “When a product or service is 
truly usable, the user can do what he or she wants to do the way he or she expects to be 
able to do it, without hindrance, hesitation, or questions”5. The attributes of usability 
include usefulness, efficiency, effectiveness, learnability, satisfaction, and accessibility. 
A product that is useful is one that helps users achieve his or her goals. 
Usefulness can gauge how likely a user will use the product. Efficiency relates to how 
quickly the user can accomplish his or her goals with accuracy and completeness. This 
attribute is most often a measurement of time. Effectiveness evaluates whether the 
behavior of a system aligns with users’ expectations. In other words, it measures if users 
are able to accomplish what they intend to with ease. Learnability measures how well a 
user is able to operate a system with some defined level of competence after some 
predetermined amount of training or experience. Satisfaction refers to how a user feels 
about a product. This can include their personal opinions and perceptions, which are 
most commonly collected as qualitative data. Finally, accessibility deals with whether a 
user has access to a product to accomplish his or her goals. More specifically, 
accessibility often relates to users with disabilities or limitations. 
                                                 





2.2 User-Centered Design 
The principle of user-centered design (UCD) is a design process that “seeks to 
support how the users actually work, rather than forcing users to change what they do to 
use something.”6. To ensure UCD there should be an early and continual focus on users, 
early and continual usability testing, and an iterative approach toward implementing the 
design of a system. These three strategies help mitigate the risk of developing a system 
that is unusable upon its release. 
Focusing on users includes tactics like interviews, questionnaires, and 
observation in order to understand the characteristics of potential users7. Furthermore, 
the early stages of the design of a system can include participatory design sessions in 
which users take a hands-on role alongside professional designers. Continually 
conducting usability testing helps evaluate design decisions and guide future decisions 
as the development of the system progresses. Thus, potential usability issues can be 
identified and eradicated as early as possible. 
Finally, an iterative development process reinforces focusing on users and 
continual usability testing. Introducing usability testing throughout multiple iterations of 
development provides a high quality, scalable product. The requirements and 
specifications of features can be developed in a responsive manner so that continual 
adjustments can be made throughout the development life-cycle. 
                                                 
6 Rubin, Jeffrey, and Dana Chisnell 50. 





2.3 Usability Testing  
Usability testing is “a process that employs…testing participants…to evaluate 
the degree to which a product meets specific usability criteria.”8. Usability testing is one 
way to ensure user-centered design because it informs the design of a website prior to 
the public release of the site. To optimize the utility of testing, participants should be 
representative of the target audience. After determining the criteria that will be 
evaluated, collecting empirical data helps uncover usability issues impeding the 
fulfillment of the criteria. 
There are many usability testing techniques in use today, each catering to 
specific types of feedback. The types of usability testing include exploratory, 
assessment, validation, and comparison testing. They differ in the degree of the 
involvement of test moderators, the testing environment, and use of participants. “Each 
test will vary in its emphasis on qualitative vs. quantitative measures, and by the amount 
of interaction between test moderator and participant,”9. Since the appropriateness of 
each type of test varies depending on the various development life-cycle phases, it is 
important to consider when to use each type of usability testing. 
Exploratory testing should be used early in the development cycle when a 
product is in its preliminary stages of design. The objective of this type of test is to 
examine the effectiveness of preliminary design concepts. Potential research questions 
could be whether the interface communicates the intended workflow effectively or how 
well the interface supports users’ tasks while completing a goal. 
                                                 
8 Rubin, Jeffrey, and Dana Chisnell 21. 





Assessment testing should be used early to midway through the development 
cycle when the fundamental design of a product has been established. The objective of 
this type of test is to evaluate the usability of specific functions and aspects of a 
product. Assessment testing “seeks to examine and evaluate how effectively the concept 
has been implemented,”10. This type of testing is crucial when identifying usability 
deficiencies before moving forward to the next stage of the development cycle. 
Validation testing should be used late in the development cycle before a product 
is released to the public. Using specific usability benchmarks and performance 
standards, this type of test confirms that previously identified usability issues have been 
solved and that new problems have not emerged. Lastly, comparison testing can be used 
throughout the entire development cycle and in combination with exploratory, 
assessment, or validation testing. Comparison tests help designers choose between 
different design solutions whether the solutions are broad interface ideas, specific 
elements, or examining competing products. 
                                                 





Chapter 3: Website Design and Development 
This chapter includes the documentation of the design and development process 
for the Hoot Housing website. This includes introductory sections discussing the 
problem statement, programs of similar functionality, user studies conducted, and 
potential users. The requirements specification sections outline the overall functionality, 
context, functional requirements, and usability requirements for the website. Finally, the 
user interface specifications determine the overall interface style, how the interface 
works, and interaction specifications for Hoot Housing. 
3.1 Problem Statement 
Hoot Housing is a student review website for property rentals in Eugene, 
Oregon. The purpose of the site is to give university students a platform for viewing, 
rating, and reviewing their housing experiences. Hoot Housing aims to build a wealth of 
information through the culmination of shared individual experiences. While users add 
value to the websites’ source of reviews, property information will be provided by Hoot 
Housing. The site will give students confidence in deciding where their next home 
might be. 
Hoot Housing users can explore properties and reviews without creating an 
account. However, in order to submit a property review, users must create an account 
using their first name, last name, and a valid email address. These credentials were 
modeled after other successful review websites on the market. To ensure public 





reviews in place of potentially sensitive identifying information (i.e. name or email 
address). 
3.2 Programs of Similar Functionality 
Currently there are many popular review websites on the market including 
Angie’s List11, Yelp, and Rotten Tomatoes. However, the most widely used review 
websites do not target university students and property rentals successfully in Eugene, 
Oregon. Some of the most widely used review sites for university students include Rate 
My Professors, Niche12, Unigo13, College Confidential14, and StudentAdvisor15. Some 
of the most widely used review sites for property rentals include ApartmentRatings16, 
TripAdvisor17, AirBnb18, ForRent19, Zillow20. These existing websites fail to target 
university students and off-campus student housing simultaneously which is what Hoot 
Housing aims to do. 
3.3 Potential Users 
Hoot Housing’s target users are university students or prospective university 
students looking to review previous housing experiences or read ratings and reviews of 
rental properties. Since the majority of users will most likely be students attending the 
University of Oregon, the diversity of the student body from the University of Oregon 















serves a reliable representation of Hoot Housing’s target audience. The following 
information is from the UO Facts section from the Admissions Page of the University of 
Oregon’s website21. 
Origin Number of Students Percentage 
Oregon residents 12,603 52% 
Out-of-state residents 8,443 35% 
International 3,135 13% 
Table 1. Geographic Origin 
The table above (Table 1. Geographic Origin) shows that Hoot Housing’s target 
audience will be approximately 52% Oregon residents, 35% Out-of-state residents, and 
13% International students. This indicates that Hoot Housing should be designed to be 
accessible to students who are non-native English speakers. Furthermore, the language 
and cultural diversity that will be present in Hoot Housing’s potential users can be 
determined by looking at the composition of the University of Oregon’s international 
student body. The design of Hoot Housing’s site should be accessible to students from 
the top most represented countries at the very least. The top 3 most represented 
countries are China, Republic of Korea, and Japan. 
Beyond accessibility to students with different language backgrounds, the 
cultural barriers that come with international students must explored. This could include 
differences in terminology used to describe rentals and property management. It might 
also extend to variation in standards of living, what is and isn’t acceptable, for student 
housing. The range in geographic origin also reflects a range in economic status of Hoot 
Housing’s target audience. Disregarding scholarships and other forms of tuition 
assistance, attending the University of Oregon is more financially demanding for out-of-
                                                 





state and international students than for Oregon residents. This implies that certain off-
campus housing opportunities may be affordable for some, while unreasonable for 
others. 
Table 2 shows that Hoot Housing’s user will have a degree of ethnic diversity; 
approximately 22% students of color. Of the 22% that are not White, non-Hispanic 
students the three largest ethnic identities are listed in descending order: Hispanic or 
Latino or Chicano, Multiethnic, and Asian. Although the ethnic representation 
displayed below suggests the type of language and cultural barriers that must be 
considered, the ethnic composition of Hoot Housing’s potential users does not directly 
correlate with language and cultural attributes present.  
Ethnicity Number of Students 
Hispanic or Latino or Chicano 2,043 
Multiethnic 1,330 
Asian 1,284 
Black or African American 483 
American Indian or Alaska Native 162 
Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander 99 
  
Total Student of Color 5,401 
Percentage of student body 22.3% 
Table 2. Ethnic Identity 
In addition to the diversity in geographic origin, the the student target audience 
will comprise of a range of ages. Approximately 85% of the target audience will be 
undergraduate students, while the remaining 15% will be graduate students (See Table 
3). The median age of undergraduates is 20.8 while the median age of graduates is 
27.622.  
                                                 









Table 3. Enrollment 
Furthermore, looking at the undergraduate student body at the University of 
Oregon, Table 4 provides us the percentage of students living on campus by academic 
class. The number of students seeking off-campus housing can be approximated using 
these statistics. This leads to the conclusion that Hoot Housing’s potential student users 
will be approximately 20% freshman, 90% sophomore, 95% juniors, and 98% seniors. 
Although these percentages indicate a potential demand for a review website that 
compliments searching for off-campus housing, they fail to specify the number of 
students willing to review their own off-campus housing experiences.  





Table 4. Student Life 
The information in Table 3 and Table 4 illustrates the age distribution of Hoot 
Housing’s target audience and the potential number of students seeking off-campus 
housing, but they do not describe the type of housing desired by potential users. 
The following figures are taken from the University of Oregon’s Residence Hall 
Feasibility and Market Demand Study23. 
                                                 
23 Ira Fink and Associates, Inc. University of Oregon: Residence Hall Feasibility and Market Demand 






Figure 1. Freshman Housing Type and Housing Preference 
Figure 1 shows that the majority of freshman students live in and prefer UO Residence 
Halls, similarly described in Table 4. The next largest housing type and housing 
preference represented amongst freshman students is off-campus shared housing. 
 
Figure 2. Sophomore Housing Type and Housing Preference 
Figure 2 shows that the majority of sophomore students live in and prefer off-campus 
shared housing. Although off-campus alone and off-campus with spouse are not the 







Figure 3. Junior Housing Type and Housing Preference 
 
Figure 4. Senior Housing Type and Housing Preference 
Figure 3 and 4 show similar trends in housing type and preferred housing for junior and 
senior students. The majority of juniors and seniors live in and prefer off-campus shared 
housing. Additionally, the number of students seeking off-campus and alone and off-






Figure 5. Graduating Housing Type and Housing Preference 
Figure 5 summarizes housing type and preferred housing for graduate students. 
Graduate students live in an approximately equal distribution between off-campus 
shared, off-campus alone, and off-campus with spouse housing. Their preference 
reflects a greater amount living in off-campus shared housing, and then off-campus 
alone and off-campus with spouse housing.  
The information derived from the University of Oregon’s student body provides 
a sound representation of the diversity expected in Hoot Housing’s potential users. The 
target audience will be students of diverse geographic origins and age. However, there 
are still factors that are not addressed but will certainly diversify Hoot Housing’s target 
audience further. These include factors include economic diversity and students with 
physical or mental disabilities. 
Lastly, potential users will be experienced internet users, most likely having 





3.4 Overall Functionality 
The Hoot Housing website will have a database of users, reviews, rental 
properties, and property management information. The website gives users access to 
rental property information and reviews, in addition to serving as a platform for users to 
submit reviews. All users will be able to search for a specific property address or simply 
browse properties surrounding the University of Oregon campus (within a 10-mile 
radius). Users will be able to refine their search using a number of filtering options. 
These filters will include distance, number of bedrooms and/or bathrooms, rent price 
range, and unit type. By selecting a particular property, users can view the property’s 
reviews and ratings and look at its property management ratings. Finally, registered 




Hoot Housing will be used on multiple web browsers using a desktop or laptop 
computer, although it should be designed responsively for compatibility on tablet or 
mobile devices as well. The website will be written in Python24 using the Flask Micro-
Framework25 along with the templating language, Jinja226. Hoot Housing’s site will 
store and retrieve information from the open-source database, MySQL27. 










Hoot Housing’s website will be designed to integrate with the following other 
technologies: 
• Web Browsers: Google Chrome, Safari, Firefox, Internet Explorer 
• Database: MySQL 
• APIs: Flask, Stormpath28 
The website must be designed and developed to be compatible with the most 
popular web browsers to ensure a wide range of accessibility and flexibility for 
accessing the site’s resources. The site will also be developed with cross-functionality 
in mind so Hoot Housing’s target audience can use tablet-based and mobile devices to 
access the site using the web browsers listed. Although this is an important part of 
making the website widely accessible, this cross-functionality will not be a primary 
design focus. 
The open-source database, MySQL, was chosen because of its scalability and 
because of the ease of integrating it within the Python-based framework of Flask. Using 
the MySQL Workbench29 application to create the database schema and stored 
procedures introduced an additionally layer of ease that would not be offered if the 
database was created and managed from the command-line. 
Finally, the use of the Flask framework and Stormpath API allowed for rapid 
development of the Hoot Housing prototype. Compared to alternative frameworks like 







Django30 or Ruby on Rails31, Flask offered a light-weight foundation upon which the 
website could be developed. Similarly, instead of handling user management from 
scratch, Stormpath offered a layer of sophistication for user management and security 
that would not be attainable otherwise given the short development timeline. 
Outstanding Constraints on Design 
Hoot Housing will adhere to the standards and laws outlined in the Terms of Use 
and Privacy Policy documents included in Appendix A. 
3.6 Functional Requirements 
Core Functions 
1. Users should be able to register for an account by submitting their first 
name, last name, email, username, and password. 
2. Users should be able to log into their pre-existing account using their 
email or username, and password. 
3. Users should be able to log out of their account if they are already logged 
in. 
4. Users should be able to search for a property by keyword or address. 
Keywords should include a partial address (street number, street, zip 
code) or property management. 
5. Users should be able to view search results and preview information for 
each property including property photo, property name, property rating 
(On a scale of 1-5), and property management. 
6. Users should be able to filter property search by distance from the 
University of Oregon, bedrooms, bathrooms, rent range, and/or property 
management. 
7. Users should be able submit a review for a particular property provided 
they have a pre-existing account and they are logged in. The review form 







includes review title, property rating (On a scale of 1-5), management 
rating (On a scale of 1-5), rent range, would recommend (Yes/No), and 
review text. 
8. Users should be able to select a particular property from the search 
results or after selecting a particular property management. Selecting 
particular property will direct users to a property’s information, ratings, 
and reviews. 
9. Upon selecting a particular property, users should be able to view 
property information including the property name, address, property 
management, and property photo. 
10. Upon selecting a particular property, users should be able to view a 
property’s average ratings including property rating (On a scale of 1-5), 
management rating (On a scale of 1-5), average rent, and would 
recommend (Percentage). 
11. Upon selecting a particular property, users should be able to view a 
property’s reviews. Each review should contain the review title, 
username (User who submitted review), date (Month, day, and year of 
the review submission), property rating (On a scale of 1-5), management 
rating (On a scale of 1-5), rent range, would recommend (Yes/No), and 
review text. 
12. Users should be able to select a particular property management from the 
search results or after selecting a particular property. Selecting a 
particular property management will direct users to a property 
management’s information, ratings, and properties. 
13. Upon selecting a particular property management, users should be able 
to view property management information including the property 
management’s name, address, phone number, and photo/logo. 
14. Upon selecting a particular property management, users should be able 
to view a property management’s average ratings including management 
rating (On a scale of 1-5), property rating (On a scale of 1-5), and would 
recommend (Percentage). 
15. Upon selecting a particular property management, users should be able 
to view a property management’s properties. The property photo, 
property name, property rating (On a scale of 1-5), and property 
management should be displayed for each property listed. 
16. Users should be able to view Hoot Housing contact information 





17. Users should be able to submit a contact form for complaints, comments, 
questions, etc. The contact form should include a user’s name, email, 
subject, and message. 
18. Users should be able to view Hoot Housing’s origin story, mission, and 
team members. 
19. Users should be able to use help functions like popover explanations for 
average rating categories for properties and property management. These 
explanations will describe what the rating means and how it was 
calculated. They will also be used in the review form to give users 
explanations of each entry field. 
20. Users should be able to use help functions like alert messages to help 
guide the users through functions including search by address or 
keyword, login, and registration. 
21. Users should be able to use help functions like FAQs (Frequently Asked 
Questions). This help function will give information to users about each 
function of the site and its purpose. 
22. Users should be able to use help functions like a glossary. The glossary 
will include definitions of terminology used throughout the site. 
What other functions would be nice to have? 
1. Users should be able to reset their password if they are unable to 
remember it. This will be carried out by requesting a password change 
and receiving an email to the email on record for their account. 
2. Users should be able to search properties’ reviews by keyword. This 
includes review title and review text. 
3. Users should be able to search property management by name. 
4. Users with pre-existing accounts and who are logged in to their account 
should be able to access their personal profile information including, first 
name, last name, username, avatar or photo, and submitted reviews 
5. Users should be able to edit profile information including their avatar or 
photo, delete a submitted review, and email. 
6. If a particular property doesn’t appear on Hoot Housing’s site, users 
should be able to submit a request to add a new property provided they 
have a pre-existing account and they are logged in. They should be able 





name, property address, property photo, property management, number 
of bedrooms, number of bathrooms, and unit type. 
3.7 Usability Requirements 
Overall Learning Time 
Users should be able to learn how to use each of Hoot Housing’s core functions 
in a walk-up and use manner. In other words, once a user has successfully completed 
core functions like submitting a review, searching for a property, or reading reviews for 
a property, the next time the user attempts the same functions they will be able to recall 
the steps they previously made toward accurately completing each function. 
Online Help Time 
Users should spend at most three minutes using Hoot Housing’s built-in help 
functions in order to complete any of the website’s core functions. Help functions like 
popover explanations, alert messages, FAQs, and a glossary should supplement the user 
interface design. However, the user interface should be designed to minimize users' 
dependence on the available help functions. 
Overall Performance Time 
Performance time varies for each of the core functions and for each user. The 
following performance times represent the time needed to complete each core function; 
the times do not accurately represent the range of real-use performance times since 
those vary for each user. 
1. New user registration: 1 minute 





3. Log out: 30 seconds 
4. Search for property address or keyword: 1 minute 
5. Browse properties/view search results: 3 minutes 
6. Filter properties: 1 minute 
7. Submit a review: 3 minutes 
8. View property information: 1 minute 
9. View a property’s average ratings: 1 minute 
10. View a property’s reviews: 3 minutes 
11. View property management information: 1 minute 
12. View property management average ratings: 1 minute 
13. View property management properties: 3 minutes 
14. View Hoot Housing contact information: 1 minute 
15. Submit a contact form: 2 minutes 
16. View Hoot Housing’s origin story, mission, and team members: 2 
minutes 
17. Popover explanations: 1 minute 
18. Alert messages: 1 minute 
19. FAQs: 3 minutes 
20. Glossary: 2 minutes 
3.8 Overall Interface Style 
The interface was designed with a focus on minimalism. This focus included 
mitigating the risk of cognitive overload while optimizing ease of use and learning for 
students. In turn, Hoot Housing would provide a user experience that was satisfying and 
aesthetically pleasing. Furthermore, the design of other successful sites including 





Since University of Oregon students created Hoot Housing, we were able to 
draw upon our own experiences as students to design a site that we hoped to use 
ourselves. As students having searched for housing opportunities or having wanted to 
leave reviews for past housing experiences, we knew that the site needed to be easy to 
use. The interface needed to provide a frictionless user experience that attracted student 
users because of its familiarity and attractive modern design. The user interface needed 
to provide a walk-up-and-use experience. 
The Hoot Housing website consists of basic design elements including buttons, 
links, drop downs, radio buttons, check boxes, and text input fields. The use of color is 
sparing and the color palette of the site is simple — using only shades of red, green, 
grey, and tan on a white background. The font color is limited to the same shades 
previously listed. 
3.9 How the Interface Works: Core Activities 
New user registration: User selects ‘Log In’ link from the navigation bar at the 
top of every page of the site. The user is redirected to Log In form. Next, the user 
selects ‘Create an account’ link and is redirected to Create an Account form. After 
entering a username, first name, last name, email, and password the user selects ‘Create 
Account’ button.  
Log in: User selects ‘Log In’ link from the navigation bar at the top of every 
page of the site. The user is redirected to Log In form. User enters his/her username or 
email, and password. Then, the user selects the ‘Log In’ button. 
Log out: Once a user is already logged in, user selects ‘Log Out’ link from the 





Search for property address or keyword: User enters address or keyword (i.e. 
partial address, property management, unit type, etc.) and selects ‘Find’ button. 
Browse properties/view search results: User scrolls through thumbnails of 
properties. Each thumbnail includes a property photo, average property rating, address, 
number of bedrooms and bathrooms, and property management. 
Filter properties: User selects options from distance, bedrooms, bathrooms, 
min rent, max rent drop downs; and checks unit type checkboxes. To apply selections, 
user selects ‘Apply Filters’ button. 
Submit a review: User selects ‘Add Review’ button and fills out review title, 
property rating, management rating, rent, review text, and would recommend. To add a 
review, the user selects the ‘Submit’ button. 
View property information, ratings, and reviews: User selects property 
thumbnail from the property search results thumbnails and is redirected to the 
property’s page. User views the property’s information, ratings, and reviews by 
scrolling through the page from top to bottom. 
View property management information, ratings, and properties: User 
selects property management link from the property search results thumbnails or from a 
specific property’s page and is redirected to the property management page. User views 
the property management information, ratings, and properties by scrolling through the 
page from top to bottom. 
View Hoot Housing contact information: User selects ‘Contact Us’ link under 
the Help section in the footer located on every page of the site. The user is redirected to 





Submit a contact form: User selects ‘Contact Us’ link under the Help section 
in the footer located on every page of the site. The user is redirected to the contact page 
and can fill out a contact form on the left side of the page with their name, email, 
subject, and message. The user selects the ‘Submit’ button to send the form. 
View Hoot Housing’s origin story, mission, and team members: User selects 
the ‘Our Story’ link under the About section in the footer located on every page of the 
site. The user is redirected to the about page that includes the Hoot Housing team’s 
background story and mission, as well as photos of the team members. 
3.10 How the Interface Works: Handling Trouble 
Popover explanations: Users can view explanations regarding the meaning of 
property and management ratings by moving their cursor over a term or label. The 
explanation will appear upon hover-over. 
Alert messages: Users will encounter alert messages in response to deviations 
from the typical workflow and/or problems while searching by address or keyword, 
logging in, and registering an account. 
FAQs: User selects ‘FAQ’ link under the Help section in the footer located on 
every page of the site. The user is redirected the the FAQ page and can scroll through 
questions and answers. 
Glossary: User selects ‘Glossary’ link under the Help section in the footer 
located on every page of the site. The user is redirected the the Glossary page and can 





3.11 Overall Interface Interaction 
The relationship between presentations and user actions is outlined on the next 
page in Figure 6. In this figure the nodes represent presentations, in other words the 
different pages of the website. Screenshots of the website pages can be found in 
Appendix E.3, Figures 47-69. The link (arrows) represent users’ actions necessary for 
moving between the presentations (website pages). 
 
Figure 6. Interaction Network 
It is important to note that this interaction network is not an exhaustive visual 
representation of all possible links between each node. Instead, it focuses on the 





Chapter 4: Usability Test Plan 
4.1 Purpose 
The Hoot Housing website has been designed and prototyped, but it has not been 
tested or evaluated for usability until now. Currently, there is no data that indicates 
whether Hoot Housing’s target audience can use the website effectively. In order to 
establish baseline usability measures for the website, I conducted a usability test that 
examines the most frequently used core functions that have been implemented and 
ready to be tested. 
The following sections (4.2 – 4.11) describe the plan for evaluating the usability 
of Hoot Housing before it was conducted. 
4.2 User Studies Conducted 
Usability testing will be conducted to evaluate the design of the Hoot Housing 
website and collect feedback for improving the website’s usability. Since the 
fundamental design of the Hoot Housing site was established and developed, the most 
appropriate type of usability testing for this research study was assessment testing. Pairs 
of University of Oregon students will participate by performing seven tasks in order to 
evaluate the usability of specific site functions. After the test session each pair will take 
part in a debriefing interview where feedback on their experience using Hoot Housing’s 
website will be collected. The usability testing will help measure how effectively the 
design of the Hoot Housing site was implemented, as well as help identify usability 





4.3 Overall Objectives 
 I will collect data during test sessions about the design of Hoot 
Housing’s most frequently used core functions. The goals of this usability study are to: 
• Evaluate the usefulness, efficiency, effectiveness, and satisfaction of the 
Hoot Housing website for its target audience performing frequently used 
tasks. 
• Identify problem areas while completing frequently used tasks. 
• Establish baseline usability measures and a usability testing protocol.    
4.4 Research Questions 
This usability study will attempt to address the following research questions. 
• How easily and successfully do users… 
o Search for properties meeting specific criteria? 
o Search for a specific property (in database)? 
o Search for a specific property by address (not in database)? 
o Find property ratings and reviews for a specific property? 
o Find property management information and ratings they are 
looking for? 
o Register an account and log out? 
o Log in and submit a property review for the website? 
• What are the usability problem areas that prevent users from completing 
common tasks? 
• How do users feel about the the steps it takes to complete common 
tasks? 






4.5 Participant Characteristics 
I will select participants who are undergraduate students currently enrolled at the 
University of Oregon. The participants must have prior experience using similar review 
websites on the market. They also much have prior experience searching for off-campus 
student housing or who prior have experience living off-campus. I will recruit a total of 
10 participants with the characteristics summarized in the table below (Table 5). 
Characteristic Desired Number of Participants 
Off-Campus Living Experience  
Less than 2 years 5 









Geographic Origin  
Oregon resident 4 
Out-of-state resident 4 
International 2 
Table 5. Desired Participant Characteristics 
4.6 Methodology 
This usability study will primarily be an assessment test about the effectiveness 
of Hoot Housing’s site. However, the study might gather some exploratory data. I will 





Searching for properties that meet specific criteria 
 
Figure 7. Home Page - Search for an apartment 
 






Figure 9. Browse Page – Browse search results 
Searching for a specific property (in database) 
 
Figure 10. Home Page – Search for house on Agate street 
 





Searching for a specific property by address (not in database) 
 
Figure 12. Home Page – Search for property: 1436 E 20th St 
 
Figure 13. Browse Page – No search results 
Finding property ratings and reviews for a specific property 
 






Figure 15. Browse Page – Select property: 1311 E 19th Ave 
 
Figure 16. Property Page – Read property ratings and reviews 
Finding property management information and ratings for a specific property 
 






Figure 18. Browse Page – Select property management link for: 1311 E 19th Ave 
 
Figure 19. Property Management Page – Read information and ratings 






Figure 20. Home Page – Click on ‘Log In’ Link 
 






Figure 22. Create an Account – Enter account information 
 
Figure 23. Home Page – Click ‘Log Out’ link 
Logging in and submitting a property review for a specific property. 
 






Figure 25. Browse Page – Select property: 1311 E 19th Ave 
 






Figure 27. Log In – Enter account credentials 
 






Figure 29. Submission Page – Submit Review 
I will collect time on tasks, completion rates, and number of problems while completing 
each task in addition to qualitative data about participants’ experiences using the 
website. 
 I will use a within-subjects design where each pair of participants will work 
through all seven tasks. I will conduct a total of five usability test sessions and 
debriefing interviews for each pair of participants, lasting approximately one hour. The 
first ten minutes of each session will be used to explain the session to the participants 
and provide necessary background information. The middle thirty-five minutes of the 
session will be reserved for participants to perform the seven tasks. Then, the last fifteen 
minutes of the session will be used to conduct a post-test debriefing interview. 
4.7 Test Session Outline and Timing 
Each test session will last one hour. The first ten minutes will be used for 
introductions and background questionnaires. The last fifteen minutes will be used for 





Deschutes) at the University of Oregon. The test materials used to conduct each session 
can be found in Appendix B. 
Introduction (5 minutes) 
The test moderator will discuss the importance of the study, test session outline, 
test environment set up, and moderator’s role. The participants will read and sign 
informed consent forms. 
Background Questionnaire (5 minutes) 
The test moderator will collect information including name, age, gender, 
geographic origin, marital status, academic level, major(s), years living off-campus, 
housing type, and familiarity with review websites. 
Tasks (35 minutes) 
During each session each pair of participants will attempt to complete the 
following: 
1. Search for properties that meet specific criteria 
2. Search for a specific property (in database) 
3. Search for a specific property by address (not in database) 
4. Find property ratings and reviews for a specific property 
5. Find property management information and ratings for a specific 
property 
6. Register an account and log out 





Post-Test Interview (15 minutes) 
The test moderator will debrief participants following each test session. 
1. Overall, how did you like the website? 
2. Describe any particular problems you experienced while completing any 
of the tasks? 
3. Was there anything that surprised you while completing any of the tasks? 
4. Do you have any concerns about submitting your own property review? 
5. Is there any additional information you’d find useful or helpful that 
wasn’t included? 
6. Were you able to accurately predict the steps toward completing each 
task? If not, why? 
7. Did you think the number of steps required to complete each task was 
reasonable? If not, why? 
8. Would you use the site to search for off-campus student housing and/or 
leave your own property review in the future? Why or why not? 
9. Are there additional features you’d like to see added to the final product? 
4.8 Session Schedule 
The test session schedule is outlined in Table 6 below. 
Session Date Time Participants 
Pilot May 29, 2015 3:30 PM PA 
1 June 1, 2015 4:30 PM 1A, 1B 
2 June 3, 2015 4:30 PM 2A, 2B 
3 June 4, 2015 5:15 PM 3A, 3B 
4 June 5, 2015 10:30 AM 4A, 4B 
Table 6. Session Schedule 
4.9 Test Environment, Equipment, Logistics 
I will use a controlled test environment for the test sessions. Each test session 
will take place in a reserved room (160 Deschutes) at the University of Oregon. The 





each pair of participants. The computer will run Silverback, a usability testing software, 
to document the participants’ dialogue and behavior during the sessions. The test 
moderator will observe from a chair set up behind both participants. Figure 30 shows an 
example of how the test environment will be set up. 
 
Figure 30. Test Environment 
4.10 Test Moderator Role 
As the test moderator I will observe each test session but will have minimal 
interaction with the participants during each session. Except for the session 
introduction, background questionnaires, and post-test interviews I will not engage with 
the participants. Minimal interaction during the test sessions will help mitigate the risk 
of leading the participants through each task or influencing their behavior in any way. 
4.11 Evaluation Measures 
To answer the usability study research questions listed above in Section 4.4, the 






• Time on task 
• Completion rate of each task 
• Number of problems encountered while completing each task 
Preference (Qualitative): 
• Verbal conversational feedback and deliberation between pairs of 
participants 
• Debriefing interviews will illuminate what stands out about the 
experience of using the website, which will help guide potential changes 





Chapter 5: Results 
The usability testing results consist of quantitative and qualitative data. Some 
examples of quantitative data collected include the number of problems users 
encountered for each task, the number of tasks completed without problems, the number 
of tasks completed with problems, and the time for completing each tasks. The majority 
of the data gathered focuses on qualitative feedback including observational data and 
user feedback. 
5.1 Participants 
Nine participants responded to the recruitment email and attended a 1-hour test 
session in Deschutes 160 at the University of Oregon. The sessions included a pilot 
session with one participant and four test sessions with four pairs of participants. During 
the beginning of each session participants completed a Background Questionnaire (see 
Appendix B.2). A portion of the responses gathered using the Background 





Characteristic Number of Participants 
Off-Campus Living Experience  
Less than 2 years 3 










Geographic Origin  
Oregon resident 4 
Out-of-state resident 4 
International 1 
Table 7. Participant Characteristics 
The table shows that participants had between 0 to 6 years living off-campus. 
Participants ranged from 20 to 26 years old, with an average of 22 years old, of which 
there was a four-to-five ratio of female-to-male participants. Four participants were 
Oregon residents, four were Out-of-state residents, and one was an International 
student. 
The nine recruited participants closely resembled the desired participant 
characteristics outlined in Section 4.5 (Table 5. Desired Participant Characteristics). In 
general, participants had more off-campus living experience than expected. Participants 
also represented a larger age range, 20-26 years old, than the desired range of 18-23 
years old. The ratio between female-to-male participants varied by one participant, as 
well as the number of international students. Ideally the Pilot test session would have 





experience. Nonetheless, the absence of these characteristics did not have any 
noticeable negative affects on the usability testing results gathered.  
The Background Questionnaire also gathered the information summarized in 
Table 8 below. The ethnic identity, marital status, housing type, and familiarity with 
review websites characteristics are listed below in the order they appear on the 
Background questionnaire. The academic level and major(s) characteristics are listed in 
chronological order and alphabetical order respectively. 
Characteristic Number of Participants 
Ethnic Identity  
Asian 1 
Multiethnic 2 
White, non-Hispanic 6 
  











Architecture & Allied Arts 1 
Biology 1 
Computer and Information Science 5 
Environmental Science 1 
Geography 1 
History 1 
Human Physiology 1 
Psychology 1 
  








Familiarity with review-based websites  
Angie’s List 1 
Yelp 6 
Rotten Tomatoes 7 
Rate My Professors 9 
Trip Advisor 4 
AirBnb 1 
Other: Hostel World 1 
Table 8. Background Questionnaire Responses 
In summary, the ethnic identities represented by the nine participants included 
one Asian, 2 Multiethnic, and six White, non-Hispanic students. All nine participants 
were single and none of the participants identified their academic level as freshman 
students. There were three sophomores, three juniors, and three senior students. The 
majority of participants (5 participants) were Computer and Information Science 
majors, but the following majors were also represented:  Architecture & Allied Arts, 
Biology, Environmental Science, Geography, History, Human Physiology, and 
Psychology. Participants had experience living in off-campus houses (3 participants) 
and apartments (7 participants). Lastly, all participants expressed familiarity with Rate 
My Professors and at least half of the participants were familiar with Yelp and Rotten 
Tomatoes. More specifically, at least one of the nine participants was familiar with each 
of the review-based websites listed on the Background Questionnaire and one of the 
participants listed familiarity with an alternative review-based website, Hostel World. 
Looking back at Section 3.3 describing potential user characteristics, the users 
were represented by the demographic composition of the student body from the 
University of Oregon (UO). Based on the statistics from the UO Facts section of the 
Admissions Page of the University of Oregon’s website32, the geographic origin, ethnic 
                                                 





identity, and student life statistics depicted a certain degree of diversity of which this 
study aimed to capture in its pool of recruited participants. The participants displayed 
similar geographic origin characteristics (4 Oregon: 4 Out-of-state: 1 International) to 
that of the UO student body described in Table 1. The participants were slightly more 
diverse (33% students of color) than the UO student body (22.3% students of color) 
shown in Table 2. Lastly, the statistics shown in Table 4 suggest that 20% of freshmen, 
90% of sophomores, 95% of juniors, and 98% of seniors reside in off-campus housing. 
Despite none of the participants indicating freshman academic standing, the even 
distribution of the participants indicating the remaining class levels (3 sophomores: 3 
juniors: 3 seniors) mirrors the majority of Hoot Housing’s target audience.  
5.2 Performance Data 
The effectiveness and efficiency of Hoot Housing’s design was measured by 
collecting completion rates, time on tasks, and number of problems encountered by the 
participants during each test session. The ability of participants to complete each task 
and the number of problems participants experienced demonstrates the effectiveness of 
the design. The time on task measures the efficiency of the site’s design. The Pilot 
session consisted of one participant; the remaining sessions 1-4 consisted of pairs of 
participants. 
Table 9 displays the rate of completion all seven tasks performed during each 
test session. The completed tasks are indicated with an ‘X’, while the incomplete tasks 





Task Pilot Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 Session 4 Completion Rate 
1 X X X X X 100% 
2 X X X X X 100% 
3 X X X X X 100% 
4 X X X X X 100% 
5 – X X X X 80% 
6 X X X X X 100% 
7 X X X – X 80% 
Table 9. Completion Rate 
The table above shows 100% completion for all but two tasks, task 5 and 7. Task 5 
asked participants to review the ratings and information available for the property 
management of a particular property. Task 7 instructed participants to log into their 
newly created account, leave a review for a specific property, and go look at their 
submitted review to confirm it was successfully submitted.  
During the Pilot session the participant believed they had successfully 
completed task 5 after examining the management ratings listed for a particular property 
instead of viewing the ratings and information listed for the property management. Task 
7 was not completed by session 3 participants because they failed to ‘go look for [their] 
newly added review’. Instead, they returned to the home page after creating a review 
and skipped confirming that their review successfully submitted. The 80% completion 
rates for tasks 5 and 7 were due to misinterpretation and failure to following provided 
instructions. As discussed in Section 2.1 the effectiveness “measures if users are able to 
accomplish what they intend with ease”. Because the reasons for failure were related to 
participants’ ability to interpret and follow instructions, the completion rates do not 
reflect negatively on the effectiveness of the site’s design. 
Table 10 shows the time in seconds spent to complete each of the seven tasks. 





goals with accuracy and completeness”. The times on tasks were measured from the 
second participants began attempting to complete each task using the Hoot Housing 
website to the second participants returned to the home page to indicate they were done 
with each task. It is important to note that the mean times calculated for each task are 
not as reliable of a representation representation of efficiency as they would have been 
if all test session were conducted with two participants. This observation assumes that a 
single participant takes less time than pairs of participants because they do not spend 
















1 98 270 142 79 368 191 
2 40 132 48 16 104 68 
3 137 185 259 98 261 188 
4 33 30 42 111 120 67 
5 34* 50 69 70 50 55 
6 43 51 56 62 75 57 
7 143 163 98 94* 117 123 
Table 10. Time on Task (seconds) 
*Participant(s) did not complete the task 
 
In order to assess the efficiency of the design based on the times listed above, it 
is important to take into account the time needed to complete each core function 
outlined in Section 3.7. Comparing the mean times in Table 10 to the overall 
performance times determined prior to the usability testing conducted (Section 3.7) 
shows that participants could efficiently perform all seven tasks. The mean times spent 
completing each of the seven tasks show that on average, participants spent no longer 
than 3 minutes and 12 seconds on any of the tasks. While this is a relatively small 
amount of time spent using a website, this does not mean that the steps toward 
completing each task didn’t include inefficiencies altogether.  
The tasks that took more than 3 minutes on average included searching for 
properties that met specific criteria (Task 1) and searching for a property by address that 
was not in the database (Task 3). While the time users should spend exploring the site 
for prospective rental properties might vary drastically, the time users should spend 
searching for an address that isn’t in the database should be finite and as minimal as 





encountering frustrations or design weaknesses that make the process unusable, the 
more time users spend on Hoot Housing the better.  
Participants spent about 2 minutes on average working through Task 7: Logging 
in and submitting a property review for a specific property. The estimated overall 
performance times previously mentioned (Section 3.7) show that logging in and 
submitting a review should take a combined time of 4 minutes. This contrast in times 
reveals that the original estimate was twice the amount of time participants required and 
that Hoot Housing’s log in and review submission features were support an efficient 
user experience. 
The remaining tasks (Task 2 and Tasks 4-6) took between 55 to 68 seconds on 
average for participants to complete. Participants spent approximately 1-minute 
searching for a specific property (Task 2), finding property ratings and reviews for a 
specific property (Task 4), finding property management information and ratings for a 
specific property (Task 5), and registering an account and logging out (Task 6). 
Compared to the overall performance times estimated in Section 3.7, participants 
required less time than expected to perform task 2 and tasks 4-6. Again, despite 
inefficiencies that are discussed in the remainder of this chapter and explored in great 
detail in chapter 6, the data shown in Table 10 above supports the conclusion that Hoot 
Housing’s design provided an efficient user experience with respect to time. 
Table 11 displays the number of problems participants encountered while 
completing each of the seven tasks. Highlighting the total number of problems for each 
task reflects the effectiveness and efficiency of Hoot Housing’s design. As discussed in 





task. Measuring effectiveness must address the problems involved in completing each 
task because effectiveness relates to whether participants “are able to accomplish what 
they intend to with ease”. Similarly, measuring efficiency not only involves the time 
required for users to achieve his or her goals, but also whether users can do so with 





Task Pilot Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 Session 4 Total 
1 - 1 - - 1 2 
2 - 1 - - 1 2 
3 1 1 1 1 1 5 
4 - - - 1 - 1 
5 1 - - 1 - 2 
6 - 1 - - - 1 
7 - 1 - - - 1 
Table 11. Number of Problems 
The table above shows that at least one problem was encountered while 
completing each of the seven tasks. Participants experienced a total of one problem for 
the following tasks: 
• Task 4: Find property ratings and reviews for a specific property 
• Task 6: Register an account and log out 
• Task 7: Log in and submit a property review for a specific property 
Participants experienced a total of two problems while completing the following tasks: 
• Task 1: Search for properties that meet specific criteria 
• Task 2: Search for a specific property (in database) 
• Task 5: Find property management information and ratings for a specific 
property 
Finally, participants experienced a total of five problems while completing Task 3: 
Search for a specific property by address (not in database). This higher frequency of 
problems indicates that this was the most difficult task for participants to complete. 
Overall this data shows that despite the efficiency and effectiveness 
demonstrated through low time on tasks and high completion rates there were problems 





of the Hoot Housing website. These issues will be explored in more depth in Chapter 6: 
Analysis & Recommendations. 
5.3 Preference Data 
At the end of each test session participants responded to questions about their 
overall experience using the Hoot Housing website. Section 2.1 describes satisfaction as 
“how a user feels about a product…[including] personal opinions and perceptions”. The 
responses to each debriefing interview question are in Appendix C. 
During the debriefing interviews participants said they liked the design of the 
Hoot Housing website. They described the design as straightforward, modern, simple, 
fast, responsive, and predictable. Despite the positive response to the experience, 
participants had some reservations about using the site in the future. One of the primary 
issues that arose was whether the site would gain enough traction with its target 
audience to offer depth in the number of reviews and information available to attract 
more users. As discussed in Section 1.1, the value review websites offer depends on the 
magnitude of contributors. One of the key components to gaining popularity amongst 
Hoot Housing’s target audience is providing a user experience that encourages users to 
return to the site regularly and refer the site to others. 
An important step in strengthening the user experience of Hoot Housing’s site 
starts with implementing changes in the design of the site to improve its usability. 
During the debriefing interview participants discussed improving: the site’s search 
engine functionality, help feedback provided while searching, and the visibility to the 
number of reviews for each property and property management. Participants expressed 





amenities, side of campus, etc.), sorting search results functionality, a map feature, a 
similar properties section based on search parameters and/or selected filters, the ability 
to ‘favorite’ properties, the distance from campus to all property thumbnails and 
property pages, pictures of each property, the ability to upload user-submitted pictures, 
logging in using a Facebook account, and password verification while creating an 
account. The debriefing interview included a discussion about clarifying: how the site 
calculates rent (per person vs. per unit), that properties have reviews but property 
management do not, and how ratings for property management are calculated. 
Finally, the during debriefing interview participants said they would like to be 
able to: save previously selected filters and/or search parameters, view all properties at 
once, and compare properties side-by-side. While the many changes previously 
mentioned have the potential to eliminate the usability issues encountered throughout 
the testing process, arguably the biggest usability issue remains. Providing incentive for 
leaving properties reviews is an aspect that all of the participants discussed and it is one 
that cannot solely be solved programmatically. The next chapter (Chapter 6) explores 






Chapter 6: Analysis and Recommendations 
In order to explore in-depth each problem encountered during the five test 
sessions, each problem was analyzed including recommended solutions. The analysis of 
the fourteen encountered usability issues can be found in Appendix D. Problem 
Analysis. Each analysis includes the following information: 
• Test session 
• Location within the Silverback recording (time) 
• Task participants are attempting 
• Participants’ goal or intention 
• Participants’ actions performed 
• Participants’ perceived effect of their actions 
• Cause(s) of each problem 
• Recommended solutions for eliminating the problem 
6.1 Analysis 
To summarize the problem analysis, the causes of usability issues encountered 
are addressed in order of most severe to lease severe. The primary cause of problems 
encountered during each test session was Hoot Housing’s search engine. Participants 
struggled with understanding which search parameters would produce their expected 
results and what search parameters were acceptable. They also had difficulties 
identifying when an address was not included in the database and therefore impossible 
to find using the search engine or filtering features. This misunderstanding was caused 





search results. More specific examples of this misuse and misunderstanding of the site’s 
search engine include: 
• Participants did not understand that the address might not be in the 
database 
• Participants didn’t recognize or understand the help message ‘Still can’t 
find a property? We’re sorry, we might not have it in our database yet.’ 
Provided on the browse page 
• Participants didn’t understand what search parameters were/weren’t 
acceptable 
• Search engine doesn’t allow for combined searches by address, property 
management, and/or keyword parameters 
• Search engine doesn’t catch misspellings entered by the user 
• Participants didn’t use/notice the search bar located at the top of the 
browse page correctly 
• Participants couldn’t look through all the properties available 
• Participants understood that the address might not be in the database, but 
weren’t sure if that was true for the given address 
• Participants didn’t recognize or understand that the website targeted off-
campus properties near the University of Oregon 
• Search engine doesn’t allow for searching by city and/or state, it already 
assumes that off-campus property for the University of Oregon are 
located in Eugene, Oregon  
• Search functionality to find users of the Hoot Housing site was not 
available 
• Profile pages, submitted reviews, or other forms of information are not 
available for each user of the Hoot Housing site 
Closely related to the search engine, the ability to filter search results also 
caused problems for participants. Because participants couldn’t look through all the 





clicking the ‘Apply Filters’ button with zero filters selected. While this was a creative 
and resourceful use of Hoot Housing’s filter search results feature, it is not the most 
usable way for users to achieve their goal. Instead, it is most beneficial to clarify the 
correct usage of the filtering feature of Hoot Housing’s site and improve upon the other 
problems that participants experience related to using the filters. These problems 
include: 
• Participants were unable to identify when filters were/weren’t applied to 
their search results 
• Participants did not understand that the max rent filter related to total 
rent for each property 
Additional sources of problems experienced by participants related to property 
management pages, logging in, and adding a review to the Hoot Housing site. One out 
of nine participants failed to navigate to the property management page during task 5, 
which indicated that they were not aware that such pages existed for property 
management of each property included on the site. While the remaining 8 participants 
easily navigated to the property management, they still displayed a lack of 
understanding the information and ratings available the property management pages. 
The following list elaborates upon the types of misunderstandings experienced by the 
participants: 
• Participants didn’t recognize the property management names as links to 
the property management pages 
• Participants did not understand that the property management name links 
were identical no matter where there were located on the site 
• Participants didn’t understand that the property management information 






• Participants did not understand how ratings for property management 
were calculated 
• Participants did not understand and/or read the help message available 
for each rating available on the property management page 
Lastly, participants drew attention to usability issues with regards to the site’s 
logging in feature. Although the problems caused by this feature did not disrupt their 
ability to progress through tasks, it still contributed to inefficient and ineffective 
interactions with the site. The causes include: 
• Participants expected to see two buttons/links, one for signing up and 
one for logging in 
• Logging in automatically re-routes users to the browse page 
• Participants believed they must log into their account using the ‘Log In’ 
link before writing a review using the ‘Add Review’ button 
• Participants are not aware that clicking on the ‘Add Review’ button 
automatically requires participants to log in (if not previously logged in) 
and then proceeds directly to the review form 
6.2 Recommendations 
In order to eliminate these usability issues for future designs of the Hoot 
Housing website, recommendations for improving the design and usability of the site 
made up the final component of the in-depth problem analysis (see Appendix D). The 
cause of problems ranging from most severe cause of problems to least severe were 
addressed above. The recommended solutions will be discussed in the same order, 
starting with improving the Hoot Housing’s search engine. The following 
recommendations should be the first changes implemented because the search engine 
feature caused the most severe problems during the usability testing and directly related 





might possibly be the most difficult to implement from a programming and user 
interface feedback perspective so the recommendations listed below should be 
addressed before solving less challenging usability issues. 
• Draw users’ attention to help messages by increasing the font size, 
changing the font color, or animate its appearance (ex: popup, modal, 
etc.) 
• Expand search engine functionality to allow for misspelled parameters 
• Expand search engine functionality to allow for combined searches by 
address, property management, and/or keyword parameters 
• Enhance the provided help message on the browse page by including 
search criteria previously entered (search parameters and) 
• Improve help message on the browse page by providing examples of 
acceptable search parameters 
• Provide participants more confidence in their search process by 
displaying search results on a map 
• Make search bar at the top of the browse page more obvious to users (ex: 
center align, enlarge, etc.) 
• Clarify purpose/usage of search bar on the browse page as identical to 
the search bar on the home page 
• Add the ability to search for all available properties from the home and 
browse pages 
• Increase the value of the information available after clicking ‘Learn 
More’ on the home page by including more help and guidance for using 
the search bar 
• Provide participants more confidence in their search process by saving 
and displaying their search parameters once search results are generated 
• Expand search functionality to include Hoot Housing users and add 
profile pages for each user 






Following improvements to the search engine, the second most priority with 
respect to improving Hoot Housing’s user experience involves filtering search results. 
To mitigate the problems caused by the filtering feature of the site, the following 
solutions should be considered: 
Enhance the provided help message on the browse page by including search 
criteria previously entered (applied filters) 
• Allow users to search by applying filters from the home page in addition 
to the browse page 
• Increase the value of the information available after clicking ‘Learn 
More’ on the home page by including more help and guidance for 
filtering search results 
• Provide participants more confidence in their search process by saving 
and displaying their previously applied filters once search results are 
generated  
Once the search engine and filtering features of the site are addressed, the 
usability of the site will be improved greatly. The majority of problems encountered 
during the usability testing sessions originated from interacting with these features, 
causing participants to become frustrated. While the navigation to the property 
management page and use of information/ratings available for the property management 
were not as prevalent, they should be the next priority when improving the site. Since 
the information and ratings for the property management are inherently tied to the core 
of Hoot Housing’s site, reading and writing reviews for off-campus student housing, it 
is crucial that users understand how to get to the property management pages and what 
insight the pages provide. Solutions for improving access to the property management 





• Emphasize the property management name links by creating a contrast 
between the on-hover vs off-hover colors, underlining the links, and/or 
changing the text color to a more conventional link color (ex: blue) 
• Rewrite question-mark icon help messages to better communicate how 
property management ratings are calculated 
• Include the number of reviews that go into calculating the ratings for 
property management next to each rating 
Finally, the process of logging in must be clarified in order to address the 
problems that arose related to those features. The related problems previously discussed 
did not render the logging in feature unusable, but it still caused inefficient interactions 
for participants. The following solutions could eliminate inefficiencies for the future 
design of Hoot Housing: 
• Add a ‘Sign up’ or ‘Create an Account’ link to the home page next to the 
‘Log In’ link 
• Change the labeling of the ‘Log In’ link to ‘Log In/Sign up’ 
• Re-route users to the page they were previously on once they 






This research study originated from an idea conceived in November 2014 by a 
group of students eager to impact the off-campus student housing culture surrounding 
the University of Oregon. As I began exploring ideas for my thesis I sought out a 
challenge that would require me to learn new skills and expand my knowledge related 
to the human-computer interaction field. The design, development, and evaluation of 
Hoot Housing was a perfect opportunity for me to achieve both goals. I assumed that 
the most challenging part of my research would be developing the website given my 
limited web development experience building static website with HTML33, CSS34, and 
some JavaScript35. To my surprise, I found that the programming phase of this research 
was the most straightforward despite learning how to create a dynamic website with a 
scalable database and the integration of the Flask and Stormpath APIs (Application 
Programming Interface). During the design phase of this research I learned how 
complex seemingly straightforward decisions could be. For instance, what the website 
should be able to do, which technologies would offer the appropriate means to 
implement those decisions, and how to build a usable product that brought those 
decisions to life. I also discovered exploring usability and usability evaluation 
techniques was more demanding than I anticipated originally. 
Overall, the usability evaluation of Hoot Housing showed the website offered 
effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction for its target users. The most concerning 
usability measure was usefulness due to its high dependency on the website’s ability to 








recruit and retain a large user base. However, none of the usability issues were 
significant enough to render the website unusable because there were many possible 
solutions to eliminate each problem. The usability testing revealed that the majority of 
design decisions for the website were appropriate given the purpose of the website. 
Although the scope of this undergraduate thesis limits further exploration of the 
Hoot Housing website, it is important to discuss potential applications of the results 
gathered throughout this process. The next step toward delivering a highly usable 
website should include redesigning the website by incorporating recommended 
solutions included in this thesis. This version of the website should be developed and 
another phase of assessment usability testing should be conducted. After completing 
these steps, another phase of redesigning and developing the website should take place. 
Lastly, validation usability testing should reveal any usability issues that need to be 
mitigated before releasing the product. 
The legacy of my research not only benefits the future design of Hoot Housing, 
but also has the potential to impact the lives of University of Oregon students. This 
includes raising students’ expectations of housing opportunities, greater accountability 
for property managers’ treatment of student renters, and building an online community 
through which housing experiences can be shared. On a larger scale, it shows the 
capacity of user-centered design to produce review websites that enhance all facets of 





Appendix A. Standards & Laws Documents 
A.1 Hoot Housing Terms and Conditions of Use 
 






Figure 32. Terms of Use (Part 2) 
A.2 Privacy Policy 
 





Appendix B. Test Materials 
These test materials were used throughout the usability testing phase of this 
research study. They were created with the help of reference materials provided by Dr. 
Sarah Douglas36 in conjunction with examples discussed in Handbook of Usability 
Testing37. 
B.1 Recruitment Email 
The email below was sent to students from the Computer and Information 
Science Department, Robert D. Clark Honors College, and other students previously 
known by the test moderator. 
                                                 
36 Douglas, Sarah A. "How to Do Usability Testing.". 






Figure 34. Recruitment Email 
B.2 Background Questionnaire 
The test moderator asked each participant to complete the following 











B.3 Informed Consent 
The test moderator asked each participant to review and sign the following 












Figure 37. Informed Consent (Page 2) 
B.4 Session Outline & Script 
The test moderator used the following parts of the Session Outline & Script 
document to facilitate each test session. Figure 38 through Figure 43 include the session 
checklists, session introduction, tasks, and debriefing interview questions 1-9 that 









































B.5 Task Binder 
During each test session the participants used the following Task Binder to 
guide their experience using the Hoot Housing website. Figure 44 through Figure 52 
include each component of the Task Binder used during each test session including the 



























































Appendix C. Debriefing Interview Responses 
The following tables (Table 12-20) summarize participants’ responses to each 





Question 1: Overall, how did you like the website? 
• “I thought it was like a really well laid out website” 
• “Overall it’s a good website” 
• “Makes sense” 
• “It’s pretty like slick, pretty fast” 
• “No like mechanical errors that I could see, except for I was trying to search 
one of the addresses 1436 East 20th and it wasn’t working” 
• “I liked it” 
• “Yeah, it was pretty good…it looks like it’s a modern site” 
• “The only thing that I could remember is…you have to click on log in, there’s 
no create an account button…that’s generally what I’ve seen” 
• “For the home page it doesn’t have the various options to…narrow down your 
search” 
• “It wasn’t too bad” 
• I liked its simplicity in a lot of ways, it wasn’t cluttered” 
• “I didn’t like the fact that there weren’t pictures, like actual pictures from the 
properties…it just kinda helps you visually to see what you’re looking at” 
• “A map would’ve been nice” 
• “It’s fine, although like all review websites it suffers from, you don’t want to 
be the first person using it ‘cause it’s useless, you want everyone else to have 
been using it for the past three years” 
• “It’s fast and responsive, and I like the icons” 
• “I usually expect more color like a very distinct color as the brand…I like the 
salmon color that you guys use for the accent but if that was more prominent I 
think it would develop the brand more, but in terms of the usability of the 
website I liked it” 
• “I didn’t like how after adding a review there was a weird landing page…I’ve 
never seen it done that way” 
• “I noticed that…after we searched for a property and then applied filters it 
reset the search, if a lot of people wind up using it or if there’s a lot of data 
and you want to apply filters to a search then that might be relevant” 
• “I didn’t like the lack of pictures…one of the main things that I look for on 
housing websites is [pictures]…so I can visually see the property, add pictures 
of the property” 
• “I think the fact that the little tabs reset every time was sorta annoying” 
• “I felt like it has more limited reviews…or there aren’t that many properties in 
reviews” 
Table 12. Responses to Debriefing Question 1 
Question 2: Describe any particular problems you experienced while completing 
any of the tasks. 
• “Searching for a specific address, 1436 East 20th Avenue…couldn’t find that 
one and I searched like every…combination of that too. Just type in the 





• “From the home page you can’t access [the filter options]” 
• “We couldn’t find…the one house…on 20th, was it just not in here?” 
• “I kinda thought so ‘cause it looked like we could see all of [the properties] on 
one page and it wasn’t there” 
• “Well we couldn’t find that one house” 
• “We couldn’t tell it was like a trick question or if we were just…not using the 
program right” 
• “It would be nice…if you didn’t know at all what you were looking for, just to 
be able to look at a map” 
• “I wanted to know how many reviews someone had left reviews on a 
thing…feedback problem” 
• “We couldn’t find one of the properties and we came to the conclusion that it 
wasn’t listed there” 
• “Well we couldn’t find that house” 
• “We couldn’t find the one property and so it was frustrating because we’re 
like ‘Why isn’t it on here’” 
• “I feel like we would write in searches…the searches wouldn’t necessarily 
bring up everything that should be associated with them…I don’t know if 
that’s just because…the database is limited…and I was ‘But no there’s 
definitely houses here’, and why aren’t they showing up…and they aren’t in 
the database yet” 
• “I feel like this is a website you wouldn’t want to do your initial search on 
unless it gets more reviews, you would just use this as a supplementary thing” 
Table 13. Responses to Debriefing Question 2 
Question 3: Was there anything that surprised you while completing any of the 
task? 
• “Nope, no everything…made sense, flowed well, no…weird issues. I mean 
that’s a good thing…glad nothing shocked me, surprised me” 
• “Not really” 
• “I think you’d have to add more stuff that people wouldn’t expect or 
something…it pretty much does one thing and it does it pretty well” 
• “Not really” 
• “One of the first things I look at when I want to find especially properties is 
pictures of the property and perhaps not just realtor submitted but user 
submitted pictures ‘cause that tends to be more honest I think” 
• “We don’t know for certain that reviews are submitted by real people, which 
is I’m sure also a problem with actual review sites…most property managers 
couldn’t write their own script to generate reviews, but I’m sure some of them 
can” 
• “Maybe if it asked me to log in with a University of Oregon email 
address…when I made my account then I would at least have some assurance 
that people leaving reviews had UOregon email addresses and are less likely 





• “I guess…maybe that we couldn’t find that house” 
Table 14. Responses to Debriefing Question 3 
Question 4: Do you have any concerns about submitting your own property 
review? 
• “Nope, I submitted one [it] was smooth, loaded really quickly…there was no 
weird issues with it. Everything made sense on the submission page” 
• “No, like what kind of concerns” 
• “Yeah, I don’t know” 
• “No, not really” 
• “No, I don’t think so…I think it would be nice to submit an anonymous 
review if you wanted to…if you thought it was really horrible and you didn’t 
want your name hooked to that, that would be nice to have” 
• “I think it would be nice to show how many people have rated both 
management and property just so you have a feel of just how many people felt 
this way versus just seeing a star, and knowing how much weight was behind 
that star” 
• “Not a concern just I probably wouldn’t bother. I’m moving out…I’m done 
with that part of my life now, I got to pack my [things] in a car…there’s not 
an incentive to leave a review. There’s an incentive to find other people’s 
review. So again the review problem which is people with…strong negative 
feelings are more likely to leave reviews than anything else” 
• “I think people who have either had a REALLY good experience, like an 
abnormally good experience, or even a tiny bit of a bad experience are the 
people going to be leaving reviews so it’s going to be a little bit like sample 
bias I think” 
• “I’d be worried about…how aggressive some of the like 13th and Olive for 
example, they might say…get half off your last month’s rent for a good 
review on Hoot Housing” 
• “For me the biggest thing about using a site like this is credibility and 
reliability of the reviewers and the independence of them, so…if you after 
making the account or even just on the site you said, ‘These are some things 
we’re doing to ensure that reviews are reliable’, maybe highlighting that”  
• “Trust” 
• “All Yelp reviews are moderated…by a human to fish out fishy stuff” 
• “I’m notoriously bad about submitting stuff myself…I’m more of a user than 
a provider…not that I wouldn’t, it’s just that I generally don’t” 
Table 15. Responses to Debriefing Question 4 
Question 5: Is there any additional information you’d find useful or helpful that 
wasn’t included? 
• “None that I could really think of except for on the submission page…maybe 
could be a little bit more clear that it’s…wanting to submit a description of the 





review of the place and…I guess I just didn’t know to like talk about the 
management company in that area too” 
• “Yeah, definitely a map” 
• “I probably wouldn’t make a decision based on this website, I’d mostly do it 
based on Google Maps” 
• “What side of the campus it’s on, that kind of stuff” 
• “I’d want to know exactly far it was ‘cause you’re going to be living there for 
a year and then…you can end up walking a lot or having to ride a bus” 
• “Like the whole separating it up by one mile increments…there’s a difference 
between a block and a mile…I might just want to be a block or two away”  
• “So stars and a map…and photos” 
• “Number of reviews to calculate” 
• “I want a map of where [a property] is…I don’t think in terms of address and I 
would have to google map every single address” 
• “What I think would be really cool in terms of a feature is like…you know 
how when you’re shopping on Amazon…and you decide I’m really interested 
in these things I’m going to add them to a list…it would be really cool if I 
could say these are the ones I’m interested in…and then it would compare the 
stats for the four and also put them on a map…that way it makes it really easy 
to decide ‘cause at the moment this is just a lot of information and it’s hard, 
especially ‘cause I can’t see more than one on the same page, for me to then a 
good decision based on this even though it’s good info” 
• “Pictures…also it seems like the data need to get a little bit better…for 
pricing, because I feel like pricing is a huge component of when people are 
looking for housing” 
• “What I thought was interesting was the…first task…and there were two 
things coming up, then it seemed once we like even just looking through 
options that were there maybe they weren’t within the…parameters but I feel 
like they were, but they weren’t coming up”  
• “Not everything came up that should come up [while searching]” 
Table 16. Responses to Debriefing Question 5 
Question 6: Were you able to accurately predict the steps toward completing 
each task? If not, why? 
• “Yes except for the one where I couldn’t find the address” 
• “They were all pretty clear and I didn’t have any issues” 
• “I think it was pretty straightforward, I mean only the one that wasn’t in 
there” 
• “I think it’s fairly predictable” 
• “Yeah, I wasn’t surprised by anything…I’m used to using these kind of 
websites…but it’s pretty straightforward I think” 
• “Yep” 





• “When we couldn’t find the one property I was like well I don’t know what 
else we’re supposed to do” 
• “I guess the beginning was a little bit frustrating because we were like, ‘But 
there should be more’” 
• “You have sorta pricing and you have the street address, but that’s not 
necessarily saying ‘Oh that’s a mile from campus’…maybe they were outside 
the parameters we were searching but…it was hard to tell because we were 
putting in miles and but then everything was in streets and I’m not that great 
at converting or keeping that mental map” 
Table 17. Responses to Debriefing Question 6 
Question 7: Did you think the number of steps required to complete each task 
was reasonable? If not, why? 
• “Yeah…there wasn’t any extra steps that I could see” 
• “I like how you don’t need to make an account to be able to browse the 
submissions, I really like that, it’s just open” 
• “Yeah, it just flowed nicely” 
• “It seemed like a really minimal amount of steps for each task” 
• “I’m trying to think of like anything to critique but I honestly can’t” 
• “I think so” 
• “Yeah it doesn’t really have extra steps…I’ve been on a lot of websites that 
do and this didn’t really feel like that” 
• “I thought so” 
• “Yeah, I think so too” 
• “Yep” 
• “Overall, but…we were just more confused at the lack of [properties] that 
actually showed up...so we were kind of searching for more than there was on 
the website…taking more steps that we actually [expected]” 





Question 8: Would you use the site to search for off-campus student housing 
and/or leave your own property review in the future? Why or why not? 
• “Yes, I would” 
• “I’d leave reviews in the future for sure just to recommend a house or just to 
let people know to steer clear of a place that I had a bad experience in. Also I 
just don’t like the idea of management screwing over students who might not 
know exactly what they’re doing…I think that it’s really important to look out 
for…incoming freshmen who are looking for new places off campus, I think 
that’s really important. So I honestly…would leave reviews if I had a really 
bad experience at a property…and just to let people know what to look out 
for…like ‘Oh these guys are really strict about the security deposit’, just 
things like that…then there’s more transparency, hold management 
companies accountable a little bit more” 
• “I probably wouldn’t use it because I just probably wouldn’t have heard of 
it…it’s kind of hard to get these things out there” 
• “I would probably be more likely to use like Yelp or something just ‘cause I 
know about it” 
• “I like the design of this one”  
• “I would, I don’t know if there’s a site like this around here by now, if there is 
I haven’t found it when I was doing apartment, house searching, but it’s really 
nice to very easily filter it by the price and the type of room and the type of 
place and the distance…it’s nice to have the information on there…sometimes 
I have to call places which is a little bit annoying, but if you can have the 
places give you all the information that’s really nice” 
• “I think if it actually stayed very up-to-date it would be super helpful ‘cause I 
find when I’m looking for places on management websites, first of all I’m 
only looking at one management at a time, and second cross-reference, but a 
lot of the times they’re not current and so you end up wasting a lot of your 
time. So if this gained more popularity and a lot of people put forth legitimate 
input about places and if it stayed up-to-date I think it’d be really helpful” 
• “It would also be nice if it had little logos or something on the side saying 
whether a particular property had the certain…bonus things like a free parking 
space thrown in which each room” 
• “Kind of like on maps or something like here’s a tent, here’s a Wi-Fi 
icon…what it comes with, like there’s a pool here, there’s free Wi-Fi” 
• “Yeah…maybe laundry units in the apartment” 
• “I would not leave a property review because I would forget about it and 
because I don’t deeply hate my property or deeply love it…I might use it if I 
remembered it exists” 
• “I think for me, I hate making accounts on things because everyone ends up 
emailing me…but I like Facebook and I like logging in with Facebook, so if 
you made it so that I can just randomly stumble upon this site, already having 
logged into Facebook, and I just say okay I authenticate through Facebook 





through the hassle of making an account and verifying and account and 
getting emails and all that” 
• “I might look into but it wouldn’t be my first choice I’m looking for 
properties” 
• “I think definitely once more properties are on there and reviews are on there 
it would be a big, it’s nice that you can look at…some of the apartments 
specifically, I could see how that could also maybe…bog down the 
database…maybe if there’s a way to get a subset…like…here’s 13th & Olive, 
generally they’re this pricing, generally people have these reviews, but you 
can also, so if you’re interested in it you can click on 13th & Olive as a 
property and then look at the various units as a subset” 
• “I feel like generally people, pricing and distance are the first things you look 
at and then…is this nice or not” 
Table 19. Responses to Debriefing Question 8 
Question 9: Are there additional features you’d like to see added to the final 
product? 
• “Honestly, I can’t think of anything. I really can’t…I feel like this is…even 
more streamlined, minimalist, easier to use version that like Yelp” 
• “It’s like if Yelp was just more…just to the point and effective. This is what it 
would like like, seriously it’s really great, it’s a really good website” 
• “The map” 
• “Floor plans are cool too if they are available” 
• “Maybe just a little bit more detail on each place” 
• “It would be cool to have…a little google map that you can click on” 
• “I like the color scheme though and that doesn’t really matter but I like it” 
• “Maybe click on more rent information to get the breakdown for different 
types of rooms” 
• “It might be interesting to see a bar across the bottom, ‘You searched this, 
here are some similar properties that might interest you’ so you don’t have to 
go back to start every single time, you can kind of follow a path to get closer 
to what you want” 
• “Sorting” 
• “Direct comparison and maps” 
• “Number of reviews” 
• “Sorting everything in general…maybe I want to sort by price” 
• “Being able to sort by how far away they are distance, that’s a big one for me, 
and maybe even by how many stars and what the average rating is” 
• “I just don’t see this having a very distinctive branding…I think just to stand 
out especially on campus you have to have really strong branding” 
• “I presume this is made by CS students and it would be really cool to 
know…if it’s made by UOregon students I’d be more likely to use it rather 





• “The one thing I might like is just a button for just listing of everything 
instead of searching some random thing for find and then applying no filters” 
• “Another cool thing is...[Kayak] will do stuff like this for flights and find you 
the cheapest flight or the best flight…what they’ll also do is say ‘Hey look, 
we think we’re the best but…we can show that to you’ and it will direct you 
to links for the same search from rival websites just to show…that they are 
indeed the best, so if you guys have a site that is way better than everyone 
else, then…own that and then go…’Go look at this property on Yelp, go look 
at this property on Angie’s list’, and then because Kayak does that I will use 
Kayak for everything because I know that it have its comparison across 
everything” 
• “You need a logo” 
• “Pictures, distance, and just sort of a depth of…” 
• “Just kinda like Trip Advisor where people can upload their own pictures of 
the rooms and the properties…kinda like a Trip Advisor type format but for 
properties where you have pictures and reviews, and the overall you know” 






Appendix D. Problem Analysis 
The following tables (Table 21 through Table 34) include in-depth exploration 
of each problem experienced during the five test sessions conducted. 
Test Session Pilot 
Location 3:33 – 5:40 
Attempted Task Task 3: Search for a specific property by address (not in 
database) 
Goal Look up the address ‘1436 E 20th St’ from the home page 
Actions Performed • Re-enter address ‘1436 E 20th St’ from the browse page 
• Search for ‘1436’ from the browse page 
• Search by spelling out abbreviations ‘1436 East 20th Street’ 
from the browse page 
• Use ‘Hoot Housing’ link to return to home page 
• Search for ‘20th st’ from the home page 
• Use ‘Hoot Housing’ link to return to home page 
• Search for ‘1436 east 20th st’ from the home page 
• Use ‘Hoot Housing’ link to return to home page 
• Search using no parameters from the home page 
• Search for ‘1436 E 20 St’ from the home page 
• Use ‘Hoot Housing’ link to return to home page 
• Search for ‘1436’ from the home page 
• Search for ‘E 20th st’ from the browse page 
• Use ‘Hoot Housing’ link to return to home page 
• Search for ‘1436 East 20t Street’ from the home page 
Perceived Effect • Participant believed that searching by the given address, 
‘1436 E 20th St’ was not producing the expected search 
results 
• Participant expected that entering variations of the given 
address would produce the expected results 
• Participants believed that entering identical search results 
using the search bar on the home page vs on the browse 
page would produce different results 
• Participants believed they could view all available 
properties by searching using no parameters 
Cause of Problem • Specified address was not in the database 
• Participant did not understand that the address might not 
be in the database 
• Participant didn’t recognize or understand the help 
message ‘Still can’t find a property? We’re sorry, we 










• Draw users’ attention to help message by increasing the 
font size, changing the font color, or animate its 
appearance (ex: popup, modal, etc.) 
Table 21. Problem 1 
Test Session Pilot 
Location 7:16 – 7:32 
Attempted Task Task 5: Find property management information and ratings for 
a specific property 
Goal Look for ratings for the property management of ‘1311 E 19th 
Ave’ 
Actions Performed • Click on ‘Management Rating’ (not a link) listed within a 
review for ‘1311 E 19th Ave’  
• Read the ‘Management Rating’ of four out of five stars 
• Quickly skim the property page for ‘1311 E 19th Ave’ by 
scrolling up and down a few times 
• Use ‘Hoot Housing’ link to return to home page 
Perceived Effect • Participant believed the task was complete after locating 
and reading the ‘Management Rating’ listed for the 
specified property 
Cause of Problem • Participant did not realize they hadn’t completed the task 
• Participant didn’t recognize the property management 
names as links to the property management pages on the 
browse page and on the property page 
• Participant didn’t understand that the property 
management information and ratings for the specified 
property were different from the ‘Management Rating’ 
Recommended 
Solutions 
• Emphasize the property management name links by 
creating a contrast between the on-hover vs off-hover 
colors, underlining the links, and/or changing the text color 
to a more conventional link color (ex: blue) 
Table 22. Problem 2 
Test Session 1 
Location 0:40 – 1:54 
Attempted Task Task 1: Search for properties that meet specific criteria 
Goal Search for apartments 
Actions Performed • Search for ‘appartments ’ from the home page 
• Select filters (1 mile, 2+ Bedrooms, Apartment, Studio, 
Townhouse) to continue search 
• Click ‘Apply Filters’ button to apply selected filters 
Perceived Effect • Participants believed search results for apartments would 









• Expand search engine functionality to allow for misspelled 
parameters 
• Draw users’ attention to help message, ‘There aren’t any 
results that match your criteria. Please check your search 
or try changing your filters’ by increasing the font size, 
changing the font color, or animate its appearance (ex: 
popup, modal, etc.) 
• Enhance the provided help message on the browse page by 
including search criteria previously entered (search 
parameters and/or applied filters) 
• Allow users to search by applying filters from the home 
page in addition to the browse page 
Table 23. Problem 3 
Test Session 1 
Location 5:30 – 5:42 
Attempted Task Task 2: Search for a specific property (in database) 
Goal Search for a property by looking for its provided property 
management and/or street name 
Actions Performed • Search for ‘jennings group agate’ from the home page 
• Use ‘Hoot Housing’ link to return to home page 
• Search for ‘agate’ from the home page 
Perceived Effect • Participants expected search results to appear for properties 
managed by Jennings Group and located on Agate St. 
Cause of Problem • Search engine doesn’t allow for combined searches by 
address, property management, and/or keyword parameters 
Recommended 
Solutions 
• Expand search engine functionality to allow for combined 
searches by address, property management, and/or 
keyword parameters 
Table 24. Problem 4 
Test Session 1 
Location 7:50 – 10:45 
Attempted Task Task 3: Search for a specific property by address (not in 
database) 
Goal Look up the address ‘1436 E 20th St’ from the home page 
Actions Performed • Use ‘Hoot Housing’ link to return to home page 
• Search for ‘1436 E 20th street’ from the home page 
• Use ‘Hoot Housing’ link to return to home page 
• Search for ‘1463 E 20th st’ from the home page 
• Use ‘Hoot Housing’ link to return to home page 





• Use ‘Hoot Housing’ link to return to home page 
• Search for ‘E 20th’ from the home page 
• Use ‘Hoot Housing’ link to return to home page 
• Search for ‘1436’ from the home page 
• Use ‘Hoot Housing’ link to return to home page 
• Review previously used search parameters for errors 
• Search using no parameters from the home page 
• Search for ‘E’ from the home page 
• Use ‘COMMAND+ F’ shortcut to find occurrences of ‘20’ 
amongst search results 
• Continue using ‘COMMAND + F’ shortcut to find 
occurrences of ‘20th’ amongst search results 
• Continue using ‘COMMAND + F’ shortcut to find 
occurrences of ‘1436’ amongst search results 
• Slowly scroll through search results on the browse page 
looking for properties close to ‘1436 E 20th St’ 
Perceived Effect • Participants believed that searching by the given address, 
‘1436 E 20th St’ was not producing the expected search 
results 
• Participants expected that entering variations of the given 
address would produce the expected results 
• Participants believed they could view all available 
properties by searching using no parameters 
• Participants believed that searching by the character ‘E’ 
and using ‘COMMAND+ F’ they could find the given 
address amongst the search results 
• Participants believed that returning to the search bar on the 
home page was necessary to start a new search 
• Participants didn’t understand what search parameters 
were/weren’t acceptable 
Cause of Problem • Specified address was not in the database 
• Participants did not understand that the address might not 
be in the database 
• Participants didn’t use/notice the search bar located at the 
top of the browse page 
• Participant didn’t recognize or understand the help 
message ‘Still can’t find a property? We’re sorry, we 
might not have it in our database yet.’ Provided on the 
browse page 
• Participants couldn’t look through all the properties 
available 








• Draw users’ attention to help message by increasing the 
font size, changing the font color, or animate its 
appearance (ex: popup, modal, etc.) 
• Make search bar at the top of the browse page more 
obvious to users (ex: center align, enlarge, etc.) 
• Clarify purpose/usage of search bar on the browse page as 
identical to the search bar on the home page 
• Add the ability to search for all available properties from 
the home and browse pages 
Table 25. Problem 5 
Test Session 1 
Location 13:13 – 13:28 
Attempted Task Task 6: Register an account and log out 
Goal Sign up for an account 
Actions Performed • Slowly scroll through home page looking for a place to 
start signing up for an account 
• Click on ‘Log In’ link at the top of the home page 
• Click on ‘Create an Account’ link available on the ‘Log In’ 
page 
Perceived Effect • Participants believed they would see a button/link for 
signing up for an account from the home page 
• Participants believed the ‘Log In’ link would take them to 
the place for signing up for an account 
Cause of Problem • Lack of direction for registering an account from the home 
page 
• Participants expected to see two buttons/link, one for 
signing up and one for logging in 
Recommended 
Solutions 
• Add a ‘Sign up’ or ‘Create an Account’ link to the home 
page next to the ‘Log In’ link 
• Change the labeling of the ‘Log In’ link to ‘Log In/Sign 
up’ 
Table 26. Problem 6 
Test Session 1 
Location 14:33 – 14:10 
Attempted Task Task 7: Log in and submit a property review for a specific 
property 
Goal Log in and write a review 
Actions Performed • Click on ‘Log In’ link from the property page for ‘1311 E 
19th Ave’ 
• Enter required credentials on the log in page 
• Click ‘Log In’ on the log in page (automatically returned 





• Look for ‘1311 E 19th Ave’ within the search results on the 
browse page 
• Access the property page for ‘1311 E 19th Ave’ by clicking 
on its thumbnail within the search results on the browse 
page 
• Click ‘Add Review’ button on the property page 
Perceived Effect • Participants believed logging in would re-route them to the 
page they were on before initiating the log in process 
Cause of Problem • Logging in automatically re-routes users to the browse 
page 
• Participants believed they must log into their account using 
the ‘Log In’ link before writing a review using the ‘Add 
Review’ button 
• Participants are not aware that clicking on the ‘Add 
Review’ button automatically requires participants to log 
in (if not previously logged in) and then proceeds directly 
to the review form 
Recommended 
Solutions 
• Re-route users to the page they were previously on once 
they successfully log in using the ‘Log In’ link 
Table 27. Problem 7 
Test Session 2 
Location 4:15 –  8:22 
Attempted Task Task 3: Search for a specific property by address (not in 
database) 
Goal Search for ‘1436 E 20th st’ from the home page 
Actions Performed • Search for ‘20th street’ from the browse page 
• Use ‘Hoot Housing’ link to return to home page 
• Search for the house number ‘1436’ from the home page 
• Use ‘Hoot Housing’ link to return to home page 
• Search for ‘20’ from the home page 
• Look for ‘1436 E 20th St’ amongst search results for ‘20’ 
on the browse page 
• Use ‘Hoot Housing’ link to return to home page 
• Search for ‘1436’ from the home page 
• Read help message for no search results on the browse 
page 
• Use ‘Hoot Housing’ link to return to home page 
• Search for ‘1436’ from the home page 
• Select and 2-mile distance filter on the browse page 
• Click ‘Apply Filters’ button to apply selected filter and 
continue search 
• Look for ‘1436 E 20th St’ amongst search results for 2-mile 





• Use ‘Hoot Housing’ link to return to home page 
• Search using no parameters from home page 
• Search for ‘all’ from the home page 
• Select 5-mile distance filter on the browse page 
• Click ‘Apply Filters’ button to apply selected filter and 
continue search 
• Use ‘COMMAND+ F’ shortcut to find occurrences of 
‘1436’ amongst search results 
• Continue using ‘COMMAND+ F’ shortcut to find 
occurrences of ‘20th’ amongst search results 
Perceived Effect • Participant believed that searching by the given address, 
‘1436 E 20th St’ was not producing the expected search 
results 
• Participant expected that entering variations of the given 
address would produce the expected results 
• Participants believed that using the search bar on the home 
page was more effective than the browse page 
• Participants believed they could view all available 
properties by searching using no parameters 
• Participants believed they could view all available 
properties using ‘all’ as a search parameter 
• Participants believed that filtering search results by 
distance, 2-mile and 5-mile, they could find ‘1436 E 20th 
St’ 
• Participants believed that filtering by a 5-mile distance 
they could use ‘Command + F’ to find the given address 
amongst the search results 
Cause of Problem • Specified address was not in the database 
• Participants understood that the address might not be in the 
database, but weren’t sure if that was true for the given 
address 
• Participants couldn’t look through all the properties 
available 




• Clarify purpose/usage of search bar on the browse page as 
identical to the search bar on the home page 
• Add the ability to search for all available properties from 
the home and browse pages 
• Enhance the provided help message on the browse page by 
including search criteria previously entered (search 
parameters and/or applied filters) 
• Improve help message on the browse page by providing 





• Provide participants more confidence in their search 
process by displaying search results on a map 
Table 28. Problem 8 
Test Session 3 
Location 2:56 – 4:20 
Attempted Task Task 3: Search for a specific property by address (not in 
database) 
Goal Look for address ‘1436 E 20th st’ from the home page 
Actions Performed • Search for ‘1436’ from the browse page 
• Search for ‘20th’ from the browse page 
• Use ‘Hoot Housing’ link to return to home page 
• Search for ‘1436’ from the home page 
• From the browse page, click ‘Apply Filters’ button without 
any filters selected in attempt to search for all properties 
• Use ‘COMMAND + F’ shortcut to find occurrences of 
‘1436’ amongst search results 
• Scroll to the bottom of the search results to confirm there 
are no occurrences of ‘1436’ 
• Re-use ‘COMMAND + F’ shortcut to find occurrences of 
‘1436’ amongst search results 
• Use ‘Hoot Housing’ link to return to home page 
• Click ‘Learn More’ button and explore information 
available about Hoot Housing on the home page 
• Search ‘E’ from the home page 
• Scroll through search results on browse page to look for 
‘1436 E 20th St’ address 
• Use ‘COMMAND + F’ shortcut to find occurrences of 
‘1433’ amongst search results for ‘E’ 
• Continue using ‘COMMAND + F’ shortcut to find 
occurrences of ‘20’ amongst search results for ‘E’ 
• Click ‘Find’ for the search bar on the browse page without 
any parameters entered 
• Use ‘COMMAND + F’ shortcut to find occurrences of 
‘20’ amongst search results 
Perceived Effect • Participant believed that searching by the given address, 
‘1436 E 20th st’ was not producing the expected search 
results 
• Participant expected that entering variations of the given 
address would produce the expected results 
• Participants believed that entering identical search results 
using the search bar on the home page vs on the browse 





• Participants believed that searching through all properties 
using the ‘COMMAND+ F’ shortcut they could find the 
given address amongst the search results 
• Participants believed the clicking the ‘Learn More’ button 
from the home page would give them information that 
might help their search process  
• Participants believed there were filters applied to their 
search when there were none 
Cause of Problem • Specified address was not in the database 
• Participants understood that the address might not be in the 
database, but weren’t sure if that was true for the given 
address 
• Participants were unable to identified when filters 
were/weren’t applied to their search results 
• Participants continued searching for the given address after 
making multiple observations that the property might not 
be in the database 
Recommended 
Solutions 
• Clarify purpose/usage of search bar on the browse page as 
identical to the search bar on the home page 
• Add the ability to search for all available properties from 
the home and browse pages 
• Enhance the provided help message on the browse page by 
including search criteria previously entered (search 
parameters and/or applied filters) 
• Increase the value of the information available after 
clicking ‘Learn More’ on the home page by including more 
help and guidance for using the search bar and/or filtering 
search results 
• Provide participants more confidence in their search 
process by saving and displaying their previously applied 
filters and/or search parameters once search results are 
generated 
Table 29. Problem 9 
Test Session 3 
Location 4:55 – 5:04 
Attempted Task Task 4: Find property ratings and reviews for a specific 
property 
Goal Search for specific user 
Actions Performed • Search for ‘jeff’ from the property page of the given 
address ‘1311 E 19th Ave’ 
• Use ‘COMMAND + Back Arrow’ shortcut to return to 





Perceived Effect • Participant believed they could search for a user, their 
friend Jeff, in the Hoot Housing database 
• Participant believed that a profile, submitted reviews, or 
some other form of information would be available for 
Hoot Housing users 
Cause of Problem • Search functionality to find users of the Hoot Housing site 
was not available 
• Profile pages, submitted reviews, or other forms of 




• Expand search functionality to include Hoot Housing users 
• Add profile pages for each user 
Table 30. Problem 10 
Test Session 3 
Location 7:00 – 7:36 
Attempted Task Task 5: Find property management information and ratings for 
a specific property 
Goal Determine how many ratings there are for the property 
management of the given property ‘1311 E 19th Ave’ 
Actions Performed • Hover over question-mark icons next to property rating 
and management rating to read their associated help 
messages 
• Observe that there is no number of ratings available 
• Click on ‘Add Review’ button in attempt to calculate how 
many ratings there are for the property management 
• Go back to property management page after selecting the 
‘Add Review’ button once the log in page appears 
• Discuss creating an account, adding a review with 1-star in 
each rating field, and calculate how many other people 
have rated the property management 
• Click on the property management name link located on 
the property thumbnail for ‘1311 E 19th Ave’ from the 
property management page for ‘1311 E 19th Ave’  
Perceived Effect • Participants believed the question-mark icons would 
review help messages related to the number of ratings for 
the property management 
• Participants believed that they could add a review without 
logging in 
• Participants believed they could calculate how many 
ratings were submitted for the property management of 






• Participants believed that the property management name 
link located on the property thumbnail for ‘1311 E 19th 
Ave’ from the property management page for ‘1311 E 19th 
Ave’ would take them to a different page than their current 
one 
Cause of Problem • Participants did not understand and/or read the help 
message available for each rating available on the property 
management page 
• Participants did not understand that the ratings on the 
property management page were calculated from the 
ratings for the properties owned by that property 
management 
• Participants did not understand that the property 
management name links were identical no matter where 
there were located on the site 
Recommended 
Solutions 
• Rewrite question-mark icon help messages to better 
communicate how property management ratings are 
calculated 
• Include the number of reviews that go into calculating the 
ratings for property management next to each rating 
• Disable property management name links for all property 
thumbnails found on property management pages to avoid 
redundant/circular navigation 
Table 31. Problem 11 
Test Session 4 
Location 0:18 – 4:20 
Attempted Task Task 1: Search for properties that meet specific criteria 
Goal Look for 2-bedroom apartments at the University of Oregon 
Actions Performed • Type in ‘university of oregon’ into the search bar on the 
home page 
• Search for ‘campus apartment’ from the home page 
• Select 1 mile, 2+ Bedrooms, 1+ Bathrooms, 600 Max 
Rent, Apartment, Studio, and Townhouse filters on the 
browse page 
• Click ‘Apply Filters to apply selected filters and continue 
search 
• Click on the property thumbnail for ‘1727 Mill St’ and 
look at its property page 
• Go back to search results on the browse page 
• Click on the property thumbnail for ‘540 E 14th Ave’ and 
look at its property page 





• Select 2 mile, 2+ Bedrooms, 1+ Bathrooms, and 800 Max 
Rent filters on the browse page 
• Click ‘Apply Filters to apply selected filters and continue 
search 
• Scroll through search results on the browse page 
• Select 2 mile, 2+ Bedrooms, 1+ Bathrooms, 800 Max 
Rent, Apartment, Studio, and Townhouse filters on the 
browse page 
• Click ‘Apply Filters to apply selected filters and continue 
search 
• Click on the property thumbnail for ‘540 E 14th Ave’ and 
look at its property page 
• Go back to search results on the browse page 
• Click on the property thumbnail for ‘1727 Mill St’ and 
look at its property page 
• Go back to search results on the browse page 
• Select 2 mile and Apartment filters on the browse page 
• Click ‘Apply Filters to apply selected filters and continue 
search 
• Scroll through search results on the browse page 
Perceived Effect • Participants believed that they needed to start their search 
by specifying the University of Oregon location 
• Participants believed that ‘campus apartments’ would 
show search results for apartments near the University of 
Oregon campus 
• Participants believed that the filters they selected and 
applied were not producing the expected search results 
• Participants believed the max rent filter related to rent per 
individual and/or room 
• Participants believed that selecting a longer distance and 
higher max rent filters would produce more search results  
• Participants believed that broadening their search by 
excluding filters for bedrooms, bathrooms, rent, studio, 
and townhouse would produce more search results 
Cause of Problem • Participants didn’t recognize or understand that the website 
targeted off-campus properties near the University of 
Oregon 
• Participants didn’t understand what search parameters 
were/weren’t acceptable 
• Search engine doesn’t allow for combined searches by 
address, property management, and/or keyword parameters 
(ex: campus apartments) 
• Participants did not understand that the max rent filter 







• Expand search engine functionality to allow for combined 
searches by address, property management, and/or 
keyword parameters 
• Add hover-over help for filters to indicate that min and 
max rent filters relate to total rent for each property 
• Save previously selected filters to avoid tediously re-
selecting filters for each search attempt 
Table 32. Problem 12 
Test Session 4 
Location 6:45 – 7:15 
Attempted Task Task 2: Search for a specific property (in database) 
Goal Search for properties on Agate Street managed by Jennings 
Group 
Actions Performed • Search for ‘agate jennings group’ from the home page 
• Search for ‘Jennings Group Inc’ from the browse page 
• Search for ‘agate street’ from the browse page 
Perceived Effect • Participants expected to see search results for properties 
located on Agate Street and management by Jennings 
Group 
Cause of Problem • Search engine doesn’t allow for combined searches by 
address, property management, and/or keyword parameters 
• Search engine produces results for ‘Jennings Group, Inc’ 
but not ‘Jennings Group Inc’ 
Recommended 
Solutions 
• Expand search engine functionality to allow for combined 
searches by address, property management, and/or 
keyword parameters 
• Expand search functionality to ignore punctuation within 
search parameters 
Table 33. Problem 13 
Test Session 4 
Location 8:55 – 13:00 
Attempted Task Task 3: Search for a specific property by address (not in 
database) 
Goal Look for address ‘1436 E 20th St’ 
Actions Performed • Search for ‘20th’ from the browse page 
• Search for ’20 st’ from the browse page 
• Search for ‘1436’ form the browse page 
• Use the ‘Hoot Housing’ link to return to home page 
• Search for ‘1436 E 20th St’ from the home page 
• Search for ‘1436 E 20th Street’ from the browse page 
• Search for ’1436 20 street’ from the browse page 





• Search for ‘East 20th street’ from the browse page 
• Use the ‘Hoot Housing’ link to return to home page 
• Click ‘Learn More’ button and explore information 
available about Hoot Housing on the home page 
• Search for ‘1436 E 20th St. Eugene OR’ from the home 
page 
• From the browse page, click ‘Apply Filters’ button without 
any filters selected in attempt to search for all properties 
• Scroll through search results on the browse page 
• Use ‘COMMAND + F’ shortcut to find occurrences of 
‘1436’ amongst search results 
• Use the ‘Hoot Housing’ link to return to home page 
Perceived Effect • Participant believed that searching by the given address, 
‘1436 E 20th st’ was not producing the expected search 
results 
• Participant expected that entering variations of the given 
address would produce the expected results 
• Participants believed that entering identical search results 
using the search bar on the home page vs on the browse 
page would produce different results 
• Participants believed the clicking the ‘Learn More’ button 
from the home page would give them information that 
might help their search process  
• Participants believed they needed to specify the city and 
state for the given address 
• Participants believed that searching through all properties 
using the ‘COMMAND+ F’ shortcut they could find the 
given address amongst the search results 
Cause of Problem • Specified address was not in the database 
• Participant did not understand that the address might not be 
in the database 
• Participant didn’t recognize or understand the help 
message ‘Still can’t find a property? We’re sorry, we 
might not have it in our database yet.’ Provided on the 
browse page 
• Participants didn’t understand what search parameters 
were/weren’t acceptable 
• Search engine doesn’t allow for searching by city and/or 
state, it already assumes that off-campus property for the 
University of Oregon are located in Eugene, Oregon 
Recommended 
Solutions 
• Draw users’ attention to help message by increasing the 
font size, changing the font color, or animate its 





• Enhance the provided help message on the browse page by 
including search criteria previously entered (search 
parameters and/or applied filters) 
• Improve help message on the browse page by providing 
examples of acceptable search parameters 
• Clarify purpose/usage of search bar on the browse page as 
identical to the search bar on the home page 
• Add the ability to search for all available properties from 
the home and browse pages 
• Increase the value of the information available after 
clicking ‘Learn More’ on the home page by including more 
help and guidance for using the search bar and/or filtering 
search results 





Appendix E. Design Documentation 
The following figures document the design process of the Hoot Housing 
website. The design began with a collaborative pencil-and-paper brainstorming phase 
with Taylor Oyama, a graphic design student and the founder of Hoot Housing. The 
early-stage sketches guided the creation of wireframes using Balsamiq38, a wireframing 
software (See Appendix E.1). The next design phase centered around the creation of 
detailed mockups (See Appendix E.2) using Sketch 339, a digital design software. 
Finally, designs explored through the wireframes and mockups were implemented in the 
development of the website’s user interface (See Appendix E.3). 









Figure 53. Home Page Wireframe 
 






Figure 55. Browse Page Wireframe 
 






Figure 57. About Page Wireframe 
 






Figure 59. Property Page Wireframe 
 






Figure 61. Review Page Wireframe 
E.2 Mockups 
 






Figure 63. Log In + Create an Account Page Mockup 
 






Figure 65. Contact Page Mockup 
 






Figure 67. Property Page Mockup 
 






Figure 69. Review Page Mockup 
E.3 Screenshots 
 






Figure 71. Home Page – More Info Screenshot 
 
Figure 72. Footer Screenshot 
 






Figure 74. Browse Page – Search Results Screenshot 
 
Figure 75. Browse Page – Filters Screenshot 
 






Figure 77. Property Page – Reviews Screenshot 
 






Figure 79. Log In Page Screenshot 
 
Figure 80. Create an Account Page Screenshot 
 
Figure 81. Home Page Navbar – Not Logged In Screenshot 
 
Figure 82. Home Page Navbar – Logged In Screenshot 
 






Figure 84. Global Navbar – Logged In Screenshot 
 
Figure 85. Property Thumbnail Screenshot 
 






Figure 87. Review Form – Filled In Screenshot 
 






Figure 89. About Page Screenshot 
 






Figure 91. Home Page – No Search Parameter Error Screenshot 
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